Network and Communications

R-Group is a licensed Telecommunications Carrier under the
Australian Communications and Media Authority (AMCA). We offer a
wide range of reliable telecommunication services for corporate and
government clients at a competitive rate, ensuring the integrity,
security, scalability and speed of your data and communications.
From metropolitan corporate offices to mine sites in the middle of the
desert, R-Group has the experience to ensure that your data is securely
and reliably transmitted, ranging from office LANs to highly-managed
and controlled national and international networks.
The need for speed, reliability and connectivity has made data
solutions one of the single most critical pieces of infrastructure that
any business requires. With an increasing amount of services being
hosted in the cloud and more data needing to be transmitted than ever
before, it makes sense to have a data solution that can meet both your
current and future needs.
We provide an end-to-end design and delivery experience including:
• Network design, provisioning and deployment

• Intrusion protection and detection

• Network optimisation

• Quality of service

• Updates and security patches

• Support and monitoring

• Security management
R-Group partners with Australian and International carrier-grade providers to deliver scalable solutions that exceed expectations.

Telephony
R-Group has a wealth of experience providing a wide variety of telephone capabilities, ranging from corporate PABX and hosted unified
communications solutions, through to automated integrated voice menu solutions.
Solutions we provide include:
• Hosted Unified Communications
• Automated Interactive Voice Response (IVR) systems
• SIP Trunks
• Calling card systems
• PABX integration, upgrade, design and implementation
• Number porting and management
• Call flows, hunt groups, auto attendants
• Handset/Headset supply and deployment

Internet and Data
Through our own national network as well as our partnerships with local and overseas providers, R-Group is able to deliver you the speed
and quality you need, wherever your location.
Services include:
• Dark Fibre and Active Ethernet
• National Broadband Network tails, including Corporate and Enterprise Ethernet connections
• Point to point/multipoint VPN and SDN
• Campus networking (GPON, DOCSIS, Active Ethernet, WLAN)
• Fibre optic networking (CWDM/DWDM and GPON)
• Firewall and router supply and deployment
We are trusted by organisations across the resource, government and aged care industries to facilitate bespoke network and communication solutions in order to keep businesses running smoothly and efficiently.
Resources:
We deploy bespoke, scalable and reliable network solutions to large scale Minesite Accommodation Villages. These services ensure that
workers and contractors living in these remote areas, remain connected to their family and friends, thus boosting employee wellbeing and
retention.
Aged Care & Lifestyle:
Our bundled telephony and internet package solutions provide residents with an affordable and simple solution that is suitable to their
needs. Our high end and reliable telephony and network services ensure that residents remain connected to the information they need and
with their loved ones.
Government:
Our Unified Communications solution provides customers with peace of mind of being able to connect to anyone, at anytime from anywhere.
Collaborating with colleagues has never been easier with our Unified Communications platform with calling integration options available.

